5-3 Development of the Information Analysis System WISDOM
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NICT Knowledge Clustered Group researched and developed the information analysis system “WISDOM” as a research result of the second medium-term plan. WISDOM has functions that users find high-credible information from huge amount of Web pages. WISDOM is the comprehensive and integrated system based on Natural Language Processing (NLP), Information Retrieval (IR), Machine Learning (ML), Database (DB) and High Performance Computing (HPC) Technology. The system has processing capability of Web information analysis, publisher detection, reputation information extraction, display all the processing result within proper category. The paper describes overview of WISDOM.
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1 Introduction

The Internet has been established and broadband has progressed. Information distributed via the Internet greatly affects our life. Going through a ubiquitous era in which information was utilized by not only the PC but also various terminals, information distributed on the Internet, for the most part, has largely changed. In the beginning, information could not be sent without a certain level of expertise and the general user was a consumer of information browsing information. But, as the Internet advances, and broadband becomes ubiquitous, even a user with no expert knowledge is able to easily send many different kinds of information. Looking back at years of 2006 through to 2011 (in the second medium-term plan), it was an era in which a general consumer (till then called as Consumer Generated Media (CGM)) could readily send information via a PC or mobile device. This environmental change has been called Web 2.0 and it was the beginning of and explosion in information distributed and stored on the Internet is undergoing rapid growth. Also, it was the beginning of an era in which the term [cloud computing] was newly coined and that a large amount of data is processed by the network. It was the cusp of a new era resulting from the broadband Internet and the ubiquitous use of mobile terminals.

This has brought great change to overall quality of information. The environment in which the general user can readily send leads to a diversification of information, but this environment does not necessarily have advantages and at the same time produces a large amount of unreliable information lacking credibility. So it becomes quite difficult to find high quality information. Even in the typical search engines, it is not rare that a search result exceeds over several million returns. Although the general user can never comprehend the entirety of the information, he or she is held responsible for judging the quality of information and therefore, confusion can be caused by information (especially in the case of frequently incorrect) content.
We foresaw such an era in 2005 (which was the final year of the first medium-term plan) and discussed how to address this problem (information credibility) with a Media Interaction Group. Thus, the problem was set as an important theme when planning the second medium-term plan. This problem was succeeded by a Knowledge Clustered Group of the second medium-term plan and we tackled the development of the information analysis engine WISDOM.

This paper describes the structure of the information analysis engine WISDOM (Section 2), presents technology supporting the WISDOM in Section 3. In Section 4, a usage example of the WISDOM is shown and associated technologies are introduced in Section 5. Section 6 is conclusion.

2 Information analysis engine WISDOM

2.1 Information credibility analysis support

In many cases, the credibility of information stored on the Internet is different depending upon a viewpoint of the user. Therefore, it is not easy to automatically judge the credibility of information. The WISDOM delegates judgment (of the credibility) to the user with the aim of precisely providing background knowledge, facts, points of issue, contrastive points and opinion distribution and so forth about a problem targeted for analysis (to aid in judgment). To that end, it is necessary to analyze a structure of a sentence or text, its nature or relation and analyze/display different expressions having the same meaning and/or ambiguous expressions. Further, as an important clue to judge credibility, a sender of information and the expertise of an organization to which the sender belongs must be displayed. In addition to named entity recognition, such as personal names and/or organization names, comprehensive analysis of texts becomes imperative. Figure 1 shows a decision-making procedure using information credibility support that the WISDOM strives to accomplish.

In order to achieve decision-making support, development of the WISDOM, positions a natural language processing technology as a core technology. It then sets up the following evaluation axes (with a view to a user credibility support including a link analysis technology).

1. Information content credibility
2. Information sender credibility
3. Information appearance credibility
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The WISDOM is designed to analyze and provide information based on these viewpoints. To achieve this, collection, accumulation, and management of a large volume of web information, sentence information contained there in, analysis of the structure of information, and analysis of web link information, by use of cutting-edge technology is required.

2.2 Structure of WISDOM

The information analysis engine WISDOM is classified, as shown in Fig. 2, largely into an Information Analysis Platform Unit, an information analysis engine unit and a front end unit. These units' details will be explained in the following chapter.

3 Technologies supporting WISDOM

3.1 Technology structuring information analysis base

For an information analysis base, we achieve a management mechanism to precisely and quickly collect, accumulate and then access a huge amount of information.

3.1.1 Crawler

Crawlers have a tendency to only collect web information and do not have any technological element. However, they must collect web information (so as not to give an excessive load of information. Also, the frequency of updating information varies depending upon the website; Thus consideration must be paid to scheduling. A WISDOM crawler includes a typical crawler and another crawler, or a deep crawler, that visits a specific URL as a base and collects non-acquired pages while tracking back links of the same domain and a RSS feed crawler that scrapes RSS feeds and collects non-acquired pages. The WISDOM crawler collects 10 million Web pages per day. A ratio of these web pages are such that updated pages are about 72%, new pages are 27%, the deep crawler collects 0.5% and 0.5% is acquired by the RSS feed crawler. Upon operation, in consideration of bandwidth (100 Mbps) available for crawler, pages are collected in 4 parallels.

3.1.2 Data pool

Crawl data pool

Crawled Web pages are processed by a URL string filter, a robot.txt filter, a content-type filter, a language filter, a dictionary filter and so forth. Various kinds of information (for crawling and analysis as post-processing) are output. A compressed page file with various
information and page data, information links are registered as a crawl data pool. This data is used as information during the next crawl and utilized as original data for information analysis.

Text data pool
From acquired Web pages stored in the crawl data pool, pages with high likelihood of being SPAM are eliminated by analyzing text information contents and/or link information and so forth. Further analysis, such as appearance analysis information as well as 200 million pages are selected as pages targeted for analysis. Furthermore, these pages are analyzed as a target and Web standard format (XML) representing characteristics of the page is created. In the web standard format, there are results of syntactic analysis performed to link information, text ID information and text string extracted as sentence, and the results are utilized as information for a method of analyzing various types of information and search engines (to be explained later).

3.1.3 Off-line information analysis
Link analysis
When selecting Web pages targeted for analysis, it is important to discover and eliminate useless pages (SPAM). SPAM is grouped into three types: 1) content spam, 2) a link farm, and 3) impersonation. Content SPAM hides useless information such as hidden texts, tiny texts, numeration of words and a title different from its content and thus, affects rankings of search engines.

In search engine ranking, link farms use a technique utilizing link information. The link farm intends to increase the value of the link, creating a great amount of linked pages. The impersonation provides different content in accordance with crawlers and agents of web browsers and thus, crawling cache pages are different from real pages. Using WISDOM, a web spam extraction is implemented based upon the link structure. This technique represents the web link structure as a large graph, extracts strong connecting components and thereby obtains a bow tie structure as shown in Fig. 3. After extracting a high-density sub-graph by use of this algorithm, SPAM judgment of the sub graph is conducted by SVM and estimation results of a host unit are aggregated. Further, WISDOM develops an algorithm detects SPAM by deflected page rank linking trust and anti-trust in a host graph.

Appearance analysis
Web pages have structures and information to be sent is sorted and written based on the structure. On the other hand, on SPAM pages, the meaning of the structure sometimes does not reflect the content of the information. Thus, there are many inconsistencies as characteristics in appearance. Moreover, on Web pages run by businesses, pages that require a site policy and/or contact information might give rise to doubts over whether content is closely checked or not. In this way, the matching of ideal information or its structure to content from appearance of the page greatly contributes to the credibility of the Web page. For this reason, after a structural analysis of a Web page, WISDOM analyzes what kind of information is written and then analyzes for ideal information and the locations to be written.

Sender analysis
To determine the credibility of informa-
情報、送信者の情報を含む情報は非常に重要な要素です。専門家が送信した情報と、非専門家が送信した情報の背景は大きく異なってきます。ウェブ情報の場合、送信者が明示的に示されていれば、それ自体が情報の一部として理解され、送信者の同定がなければならなくなります。情報同定ができるという点で、情報抽出の一つのタスクである。

ウェブ情報の構造を分析することで、サイト運営者や著者の情報がよく出現する箇所を特定し、そこで分析を行う。さらに、送信者の情報は文脈の一部として表現されているため、文脈の一部を分析することで、送信者の情報をよく同定できると考えられる。このような分析方法を用いて、送信者の情報がウェブページのどこに出現するか、どのような文脈で出るか、などの情報を整理し、機械学習により、送信者の情報がどのような要素を有するかを評価する。

3.2 Information analysis engine

Query analysis

情報分析エンジンの各機能は、WISDOMが与える追加情報に必要である。WISDOMでの情報分析は、入力されたクエリに基づいて行うことが予想される。クエリは、名詞列や単語列、または自然な文として与えられ、WISDOMがどのような情報分析を実行するかを決定する。クエリは、トピックとサブトピックとして分類され、評価表現の解析に進む。トピックはさらに、主要/対立/対比的関係の解析に進む。

Analysis of major/contradictory/contrastive relations

関連キーワードと主要/対立/対比的表現は、クエリ分析から抽出されるウェブページセットから得られる。関連キーワードと主要表現は、ウェブページセット中によく出現する語彙表現である。さらに、それぞれの名詞列と述語の表現構造（文脈）が抽出される。対立の文脈（対立する文脈）は、主要表現に矛盾する文脈である。対比の文脈は、主要表現と比較の対比する文脈である。これらの分析と抽出を実行するために、語彙解析ツールKNP*を使用する。

* http://nlp.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/nl-resource/knp.html
tions, the predicate argument structure is extracted. The predicate argument structure is comprised of one predicate and argument extracting one or more categorematic strings relating to this predicate. After extracting these predicate argument structures, a synonymous predicate argument structure and a containment relationship are analyzed and then, the analyzed predicate argument structures are aggregated. Further, to classify the major, contradictory and contrastive sentences, after reversing the negative flag and reversing the predicate to antonym, a predicate argument structure set is sought out again and then, the WISDOM finds out the information.

**Evaluation information analysis**

This analysis automatically extracts and classifies affirming/opposing opinions and/or evaluations about topics obtained by a query analysis from Web pages, and outputs opinions and evaluations. The WISDOM analyzes the evaluated information, classifying the opinion and/or evaluation into seven types such as [emotion], [criticism], [merit or advantage], [decision to accept or not], [incident], [ought to do or be] and [demand]. For these classifications, 100 topics are selected and with respect 200 sentences per one topic from collected Web information. The information is evaluated by a human being and then it is given as tag information. A corpus of 2,000 sentences tagged with the evaluated information is created and the corpus is used as (teacher) data for machine learning. Using the corpus, the evaluated information is classified by SVM expanding to multi-class classification, using a method of Pairwise. First, after learning a binary classifier, determining whether or not an evaluation expression given by use of the SVM is related to the topic, examples of obtained evaluated expressions are classified by
a binary classifier. The distance from a separation plane is output as relevance, and a high relevance is output as evaluation information.

### 3.3 WISDOM frontend

**User interface**

The WISDOM is used via browsers. Aggregation of the large amount of information and analysis thereof is conducted by a server. Input of the query and/or changing of analysis functions is achieved by a click in the browser or change of tab. A processing flow is shown in Fig. 4.
4 Analysis by WISDOM

In the WISDOM, each function is changed by the tab on a Web interface, and by displaying several types of analysis results described herein (thus far), results can be evaluated. The most distinctive interface of the WISDOM is a report screen. An output result (report) with respect to a sentence targeted for analysis like [an electric toothbrush is good for teeth] is shown in Fig. 5. In this page, noticeable points of the analysis result and/or related keywords thereof, the sender distribution is displayed together, and an overview as to the analysis target can be done.

5 Associated study

The present study aims at addressing a very difficult theme, which is the credibility analysis of information. How a user takes an output of a computing machine can be classified into four types: presumed credibility, reputed credibility, surface credibility and experience credibility (by studies of Foggs et al. [1]). Foggs et al. [2] further organize these concepts and that information credibility is judged mainly on a basis of [trustworthiness] and [expertise]. Rich et al. [3] discussed a cognitive process and strategy of credibility judgment targeting university students. According to this discussion, a process for a human being to judge information credibility has two types, that is, predictive judgment and evaluation judgment. It is said that credibility judgment is a process that repeatedly judges predictive judgment and evaluation judgment, and that credibility judgment of information is a complicated cognitive practice including critical thinking. Suggestion by all of these studies and analyses is such that the information credibility is a multiple issue comprised of combinations of various factors, and it can be said that information credibility is not equal to the authenticity of information or correctness thereof. Based upon these reports, the WISDOM is designed to analyze from the viewpoint of (1) credibility based upon the sender, (2) credibility based upon appearance characteristics of information, (3) credibility judging from evaluation of information and (4) credibility on a basis of the meaning and content of the information. As an expert search targeting the Web, there is a proposal from the expert search that Castillo et al. [6] use Wikipedia and a proposal of a semantic Web approach [7]. Nakajima et al. [8] proposed a method of ranking blogs based on the familiarity in a specific field, but a method of the present study targets typical Web pages and is superior in that there is no need to prepare dictionaries. As to extraction of reputation information, Kobayashi et al. [9] and Miyazaki et al. [10] propose a method of extracting the reputation information (about products) from review articles and/or blog articles. This method is different in that the method of the present study has an eye for extracting the evaluated information contained in objective descriptions like [product X broke three days after purchased] and so forth.

6 Conclusion

This paper gives an overview of the WISDOM. With the WISDOM, highly advanced information processing technologies such as the natural language processing technology, information search technology, machine learning technology and moreover, the huge information management technology and parallel processing technology functions in a fusion manner. At universities and/or laboratory institutes in Japan, the WISDOM system enables the functioning of massive and exclusive systems that are different from other systems. Even in terms of quickly starting the study with attention paid to a view of the information credibility, this system is unique worldwide. When compared with the year 2006, in which the second medium-term plan started, presently, as information is increasing at an explosive rate, it becomes important to be able to find valuable information.

When the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred on March 11, 2011, worthiness of in-
formation published by SNS (like Facebook, Twitter and so forth) was extensively recognized. Amid the progress of such diversification of information and/or large scaled information more than more, this study has been implemented as [Research and Development of Key Technology about Information Credibility Criteria] Project (so-called Information Credibility Project) by a Knowledge Clustered Group in the second medium-term plan. It was undertaken by a Media Interaction Group in the first medium-term plan, and in the third medium-term Plan, Information Analysis Laboratory and Information Services Platform Laboratory were established within Universal Communication Research Institute. Then, much fruit has been yielded while accelerating the study in this field. In such a framework, we work diligently (on research and development) to make the debut as WISDOM2015 a reality. With its functions refurbished at the end year of the Third Medium-Term Plan. Due to space limitation, this paper only touches on a part of functions of the WISDOM. For more detail, please see reference documents [11].
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